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Can EU's Cohesion Policy Achieve Convergence?
Gabriele Tondl

I. Introduction
Cohesion policy has become a major policy area of the European Union.
The wish to deepen economic integration is the main reason that cohesion
policy has been attributed increasing importance during the last decade.
Within the Union striking regional economic and social imbalances exist.
The Commission has adopted the position that major development support
must be provided to weaker Community regions, otherwise integration
would be at stake. The cohesion countries themselves have not stopped
gearing this perception as they are eager for the important financial flows
which are distributed to them.
In this paper I would like to raise the question at which extent the Union’s
cohesion policy can promote convergence within the Union. I will discuss
major aspects of an analysis on the justification and of the design of the
Union’s cohesion policy. For this purpose recent empirical data and policies
will be investigated. The paper will focus on the weaker Member States of
the European Union.
To start I will briefly sketch the major steps in the development of the
Union’s cohesion policy, its major objectives and instruments (Chapter II).
Some reflections on the meanings of the terms cohesio and convergence
will follow (Chapter III). Both are most frequently used in a determined
way but theoretically cohesion and convergence are open to a full range of
interpretations. Then selected indicators are used to analyse convergence
within the European Union. First I will regard convergence on the
macrolevel of Member States and examine the position of the weaker Union
members (Chapter IV), then I will analyse regional problems within the
weaker Community parts (Chapter V). In order to evaluate the impact of
cohesion policy in these regions I consider the measures initiated by the
Community Support Framework during 1989 - 1993 and contrast the
planned activities of the present Support Framework Programme 1994 -
1999 (Chapter VI). By evidence there have been changes, first due to the
stronger emphasis on cohesion policy instead of regional policy, second
because the focus of regional economic development strategy has changed.
A couple of critical points concerning effectiveness of present cohesion
policy measures and potential success of cohesion policy per se will be
raised in the last chapter of this paper.
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II. An Overview of the Community’s Past Regional Policy
and the New Elements Incorporated with the Maastricht

Treaty
The basic concept of EC regional policy was formulated in 1988 when the
three structural funds, i.e. the ERDF (European Regional Development
Fund), the ESF (European Social Fund) and the EAGGF (European
Agricultural Guarantee and Guidance Fund)1 were fundamentally reformed.
The Maastricht Treaty thereafter slightly modified the goals and instruments
of regional policy - now referred to as cohesion policy.
The reform of the structural funds of 1988 accomplished the new task of the
Community, added by the Single European Act (Article 130a ECT), to
implement a regional policy in favour of the weakest regions. When the
competence for regional policy was introduced to EC primary law by the
Single European Act (SEA) the argument was to cushion the burdens of
profound restructuring following the creation of the Single Market in the
weaker economies. Several studies had pointed out that restructuring
processes would be much deeper in the weaker Community parts.2 The
Southern countries - above all Spain - linked their approval of the Single
Market concept to the creation of a financially strong regional policy on
Community level to compensate for the opening of market barriers which
particularly existed in these countries to protect their home industry.

                                           
Remark: I wish to thank Professor Fritz Breuss for helpful comments on an

earlier draft of this paper.
1 The most important fund charged with regional policy financing, the ERDF

was founded only in 1975, when regional problems in the Community increased
after the Northern enlargement. The ESF had already been established with the
Rome Treaties and the EAGGF with the implementation of the Common
Agricultural policy (CAP) in 1962. The EAGGF consists of two sections, the
Guarantee section which finances the price support mechanism of CAP, and the
Guidance section which finances measures to improve agricultural structures.
Hence the EAGGF-Guidance section is part of the structural funds. (Klodt and
Stehn, 1992, pp. 54-64.)

2 Padoa-Schioppa, 1987, p. 92 et seq. Padoa-Schioppa and his study group
submitted a study to the Commission which emphasised uneven adjustment costs
that would accrue to Community Member States when completing the Internal
Market and moving to Monetary Union. (See also Krugman, 1987, pp. 120 - 124
in the study appendix).
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Regarded in a different way, this first step, to implement regional policy on
Community level already settles the objective of cohesion in the
Community policy order and hence it is a clear confession to deepen
European integration for which cohesion is a precondition. The nature of
regional policy which aims at reducing development gaps implies the
intention to strengthen cohesion among the Member States and their
regions. Cohesion involves similar standards of living and economic
performance among Member States. (If integration is not paired with
welfare gains for all members in the medium and long run members worse
off will seize to be proponents for integration and will not opt for further
steps in integration.)
The Community’s regional policy outlined in the SEA denominated regions
or countries with a per capita income of less than 75 per cent of the EC
average as main addressees of regional policy measures. By far the major
part of the structural funds budget for the next period (1989-1993) was
designated to these EC areas. In the official regional policy terminology the
weak community areas are referred to as objective 1 areas. They encompass
all larger community regions with a per capita income of 75 per cent or less
of the community average and are fixed in their geographical dimension for
several years. In 1989 objective 1 areas roughly covered the whole Iberian
Peninsula (except the north-eastern part of Spain), the Italian Mezzogiorno,
the entire Greek Territory and the Irish Republic.3 Out of the Structural
funds budget for 1989-1993 (73 billion ECU at 1992 prices) 63 per cent
were reserved for those regions, constituting an annual financial inflow of
13 billion ECU to the poor Community regions. In relation to GDP of those
regions the financial flows ranged between 0.6 per cent of GDP (Southern
Italy) and 3.4 per cent (Portugal).4

The resources were designated to co-finance development programmes, the
so-called Community Support Frameworks (CSF). These programmes are
subdivided into operational programmes for particular regions or specific
policy areas (e.g. education policies) and consist of single projects (e.g.
power stations, railroad projects) or support schemes (e.g. investment aid
schemes for small and medium enterprises (SME), for innovative
investments, for training activities). A major characteristic of the objective 1
support programmes is that they are mainly financed by EC funds (on
                                           

3 The other regions classified as objective 1 areas are: Northern Ireland,
Corsica, Sardinia, the French Overseas Territories as well as the Azores and
Canary Islands. After the German reunification the 5 New German Länder were
granted objective 1 status in 1991.

4 Tondl, 1993b.
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average 75 per cent). The part which needs to be financed by the Member
State itself is relatively small. This is a major difference to EC regional
policy actions in the Northern Member States which involve only 25 to 50
per cent co-financing of the Community. The financial flow mobilised
under the Objective 1 Support Frameworks constitutes a shift of household
contributions of the richer Member States to the weaker Member States.
The policy measures envisaged by the CSF 1989-1993 were headed under
the topics5:
-productive investment related to industrial activities (involving grants for
additional investments or new settlements);

- infrastructure (road, railroad, energy networks, telecommunication
networks);

- labour market (vocational training particularly for long term unemployed
and young unemployed persons);

- restructuring of the agricultural sector to enhance productivity.
During the programme period 1989-1993 most objective 1 regions benefited
in terms of additional investment, growth and work places according to an
ex-post-evaluation elaborated on behalf of the European Commission.6
Other critical voices pointed out that the management of the funds was
often inefficient and that there was no real control mechanism to prove the
efficient use of the resources. In my personal opinion the lack of
conditioning the financial transfers to success in stabilisation policy - which
in practically each of these countries was a necessity - led to nihilisation of
possible positive effects in several cases. In addition doubts may be raised
whether the development objectives pursued represent the correct
development strategy for the region or country at all (e.g. greenfield
investments, large capacity transport systems in remote areas).
When the concept for future economic integration, the European Monetary
Union (EMU), was drawn in the course of the Maastricht Treaty
                                           

5 Art 3, EC regulation No 2052 of 24 June 1988 on the tasks of the
Structural Funds and their effectiveness and on co-ordination of their activities
between themselves and with the operations of the European Investment Bank and
the other existing financial instruments, Official Journal No. L 185 , 15/07/88, p. 9.

6 In a study on behalf of the Commission Beutel (1993) concluded that
additional annual growth geared by the structural funds transfers amounted to 0.7
per cent in the case of Portugal, 0.5 per cent for Greece, 0.3 per cent for Ireland,
0.2 per cent for Spain and 0.1 per cent for Southern Italy. Concerning employment
the study estimated that of all jobs created in the relevant period 1 to 3 per cent
were related to the structural funds interventions.
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negotiations, it became clear that the weaker member countries reasonably
only could become EMU members if the catching-up process was speeded
up. Regarding the existing differences in economic structure and
development between the core Member States and the cohesion countries
the EU-12 would not constitute an optimum currency area (OCA).7 Due to
diverse economic structures asymmetric shocks would occur8, i.e. shocks
would affect the cohesion countries in a different way than the core
Member States. Hence given the present less developed economic structures
cohesion countries cannot renounce an autonomous exchange rate policy.
The concept of the EMU fixed in the Maastricht Treaty is oriented towards
strong stability principles. Under the leadership of the Federal Republic a
list of stability criteria was included in the Treaty in order to guarantee a
stability-oriented monetary union. These stability criteria are the commonly
known "convergence criteria".9 They nominate macroeconomics nominal
targets (modest inflation, bearable budget deficit and government debts, low

                                           
7 According to the Theory of "Optimum Currency Areas" a group of

countries has to fulfil the following criteria if it wants to introduce a single
currency: a) labour and capital mobility, b) shocks have to be symmetric, i.e.
affecting all countries in a similar way (Mundell, 1961). If these criteria are not
fulfilled a country should not enter into a monetary union which implies a loss of
the exchange rate as adjustment instrument.

Given the criteria factor mobility adjustment could be effected by movement of
labour or capital instead of adjustment via exchange rate policy. Given the criteria
"symmetry of shocks" individual adjustment policy is not required. But if these
criteria are not given the loss of the exchange rate instrument would lead to high
adjustment costs (unemployment).

8 Shocks will act in an asymmetric way on the countries if their trade
relations are of an inter-industry type. Hence, e.g. a demand shock in a specific
product sector will act in the country where production of this sector is located
(asymmetric shock due to difference in production structure). Shocks will also act
asymmetrically if consumer preferences differ and if labour market characteristics
differ (EC-Commission, One Market, One Money, 1990, pp. 159-161). This can be
the case at different stages of economic development of countries. Bayoumi and
Eichengreen (1993), conclude by analyses of response to shocks that shocks act in
a rather symmetric way on the core Member States of the EU but asymmetric
between centre and peripheral regions (Bayoumi and Eichengreen, 1993, p. 212
and p. 215 et seq.).

9 Art 109j of the Treaty on the European Union (TEU) and Protocol on the
Convergence Criteria.
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interest level and exchange rate stability) which a Member State has to fulfil
if it wants to enter into Monetary Union. The weaker Member States in
particular encounter large difficulties to match the criteria.. To reduce
excessive government deficits is one of the hardest issue for them. As a
consequence they are severely restricted to self-finance economic
development measures. Considering this constellation the Union has been
charged in the Maastricht Treaty to accomplish these policies at an even
higher degree than in the past.10

Hence, simultaneously with the Maastricht Treaty new budget guidelines up
to 1999 ( Delors II package) were concluded stipulating a doubling of the
structural funds resources designated to the weaker Member States. The
Treaty on the European Union itself stipulates the creation of the so-called
Cohesion Fund, an additional financing instrument in favour of the weakest
Member States (Cohesion Countries)11. Its raison d’ être was presented as a
replacement of national expenditures which the Cohesion Countries shall
have to cut drastically.
According to the Delors II package the objective 1 regions shall receive
96.4 billion ECU out of the structural funds during the regional support
programme 1994 - 1999. The Cohesion countries will in addition receive
13.6 billion from the Cohesion fund. (both figures in 1992 prices)12 This
means that annually 18.3 billion ECU will be at disposal for cohesion
policy measures in objective 1 regions. The target measures have been
modified by a revision of the structural funds regulations in 199313

including now also Community financial support for public general
education system and public health system. The special task to finance
transport networks and environment measures is attributed to the Cohesion
fund. Hence we find new elements in the former EC regional policy, which
are a) improvement of standard of living by including non-economic sector
                                           

10 Title XIV on Economic and Social Cohesion TEU and its Protocol on
Economic and Social Cohesion which nominate also the implementation of the
Cohesion Fund.

11 According to the TEU the Cohesion Countries comprise the Member
States with a per capita income of less than 90 per cent of the Union average.
These are Spain, Portugal, Ireland and Greece. As Italy does not classify as a
Cohesion country it will not receive fundings out of the Cohesion Fund.

12 Agence Europe No. 5878, December 13, 1992.
13 EC regulation No. 2081/93 on the tasks of the structural funds and EC

regulation (Official Journal No. L 193, p. 5) 2082/93 with provisions for its
implementation(Official Journal No. L 193, p. 20).
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oriented support and b) putting peripheral regions closer to the core Union
via financing of European networks, elements which have led to what we
now call cohesion policy. Theoretically cohesion policy could contain a
number of further action fields as well (e.g improving pension schemes in
weaker economies.).
In order to assess the strategy change between EC regional policy and
cohesion policy I will analyse the interventions under the past CSF (1989-
1993) and the present (1994-1999) in detail in part VI. Simultaneously
support policy will be regarded against the background of the economic
development of the regions concerned.
Indeed, the economic situation of Member States and their regional
problems have changed significantly since the past CSF was initiated. Some
regions in the cohesion countries impress by major steps in economic
development they have achieved. Others have fallen further behind in their
development level although major financial resources were mobilised for
them by the Community. The reasons of failure of Community support
policies are manifold. However two points are striking: Potential benefits of
EC support policies are neutralised if a) the general economic policy of the
Member State does not strictly aim at macroeconomic stability; or if b) from
the side of the Member State major inefficiencies in programme
management occur. Finally one can observe a common phenomenon in
most objective 1 regions: In 1991/1992 the development process was
abruptly halted with the economic downswing and unemployment raised
again, to an even higher level than before the beginning of the first CSF in
1989. This reveals the failure of  EC regional policy to create long-term
working places.
Can the revised regional policy cope with the newly emerging regional
problems and overcome the weaknesses which emerged in course of the
past CSF? There is evidence that with the new cohesion policy not only the
action fields have been broadened but that there is a further policy change.
On the one hand the weight between single action areas will change (e.g.
cutting infrastructure measures in favour of  environmental investments)
and on the other hand the character of specific projects or aid schemes will
change its nature (e.g. addressing SME investments instead of large
enterprise investments whenever the action area still is named
"improvement of economic base" or "productive investment"14). Recent
decisions of the Commission indicate this change. It remains to be analysed
whether the policy change is adequate for the problems to address. I shall
                                           

14 This is the unhappily chosen term found in the legal texts of the structural
funds.
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highlight this issue when evaluating the past regional programmes and
introducing the new generation programmes in part VI.

III. Defining Convergence and Cohesion
Before taking a close look on economic developments in the different parts
of the European  Union I would like to highlight the philosophy of cohesion
and the perception of possible convergence processes in the EU as well as
the envisaged final economic state.
Convergence is a well acquainted term used on economic growth in
literature15, indicating in its most frequently used meaning that income
disparities among a group of states or regions have narrowed and finally
disappeared. Convergence is the result of a convergence process which may
take place either autonomously or promoted by policy intervention.(On the
opposite divergence is possible as well.) The term convergence can be
applied as well to indicate reduced disparities in macroeconomic key
variables or economic structures among a group of states.
The EU picks up the term convergence in relation with the creation of
Monetary Union. Here convergence criteria were constructed and
convergence programmes have been implemented referring to an approach
of macroeconomic nominal magnitudes. In this paper convergence will be
used in the narrow and broad senses of economic literature.
Whereas the term convergence is used more or less in an unanimous way by
economists the term cohesion is likely to raise some confusion. Cohesion
derives from the political sciences field. It indicates that in a political entity
people identify themselves with each others’ objectives, are willing to
pursue common policies and wish to be part of the system. Of course
cohesion may relate to economic or social aspects.
Unfortunately in the Union’s terminology cohesion is applied in a very
misleading way. The part of the EC Treaty which contains the provisions
for EC regional policy is headed by the title "economic and social
cohesion". Accurately this title should be "policy to promote economic and
social cohesion (by the means of regional policy)". Naturally the Union has
an interest to assure cohesion in the above mentioned political sense as it
wishes to guarantee the integration of its members reached so far and to
deepen integration further. However the recently introduced "cohesion
policy" is a very unfortunate term. By its content cohesion policy is not
more than regional development policy, the cohesion countries are those
Member States which are behind in the economic development level. Once

                                           
15 E.g.: Barro and Sala-i-Martin, 1992, pp. 279 - 297; Barro and Grilli, 1994.
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terms are introduced in official EU terminology one cannot evade to use
these terms. Hence in the next parts of this paper I will use cohesion in
context with the revised regional policy and the weaker Member States of
the Union.
But beforehand I would like to add some reflections on cohesion starting
from the political sciences definition because the concept of cohesion is
important for the integration process in the European Union. Subsequently I
will discuss the meaning of convergence in more depth. Convergence has to
be considered as a prerequisite for cohesion.
Cohesion must be understood as a state of "community of interest" which
should be achieved between economic agents and citizens of various EU
members. Cohesion can be regarded in relation to economic, social or
political aspects. The necessity for cohesion arises in the context of the
political intention to deepen integration, to realise higher levels of
integration in the Union.
Deeper integration in the economic sense encompasses creation of the
internal market, increase of trade arrangements with third countries (number
of trading partners as well as material content), strengthening of co-
ordination in key policy areas which are important to assure the EU a world
economic power position (industrial policy, technology policy) and finally
the implementation of a common monetary policy with a single currency to
overcome the disadvantages of monetary fragmentation. EU economic
agents shall only opt for this deeper economic integration if it does not
impose over-proportionate high burdens on single Member States or
regions. Asymmetric positive or negative effects can only be avoided if the
main economic structural features of the members are sufficiently close.
Only then exists cohesion in order to deepen economic integration.
To make these points clearer we have to consider what kind of asymmetric
effects may appear. Further we have to discuss the term "sufficiently close
economic structure".
We first turn to possible asymmetric effects in the integration process by
considering some cases:
a) The imposition of the Internal Market 1993 has had far reaching
economic effects going much beyond the effects of the creation of a
customs union. Trade barriers have been eliminated to an unprecedented
extent by numerous measures (e.g. harmonisation of technical norms,
harmonisation of market access criteria in the financial or insurance sector,
etc.). Given important structural differences of economic sectors between
rich and weaker Member States an immediate lifting of barriers would have
ruined some less competitive branches in the weaker Member States. In
order that the implementation of the Single Market gets full support by all
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Member States, market barriers were gradually eliminated in case of the
later (e.g. Spain, Portugal) to allow adjustments, and in addition
restructuring measures were assisted by the Community via the structural
funds. Thus a state of artificial cohesion was created.
If for instance in the banking sector competitiveness and structural
characteristics had been "sufficiently close" among all Member States, as
e.g. between London and Frankfurt an immediate integration would have
posed no problems. Theoretically there would have been a good basis of
cohesion among the two Member States to integrate their financial markets
and benefit from complementary business activities. (Evidently in practice
political perceptions in this case would have counteracted theoretically
existing cohesion).
b) A further policy area which is formulated at Community level since the
early years of EEC is Common Commercial Policy (CCP). In negotiating
trade agreements the community speaks with one voice and hence has rather
strong negotiation power. It would be impossible to have the competence
for trade relations settled at Community level if the interests of Member
States were extremely opposed which would be the case if economic
structures were not "sufficiently close". If for instance in steel industry one
Member State possessed a national steel production that was highly
competitive without any subsidies and did not have to fear competition from
East Asian Economies it would not be interested in a CCP restricting steel
imports. Trade provisions for the textile industry provide a similar case.
Moreover for agricultural products interests of Member States concerning
the design of foreign trade arrangements are roughly similar. (Nevertheless
in practice CCP still has to reconcile with many opposed interests of
member countries caused by different regional structures as will be shown
below.)
c) Referring to EC technology or industrial policy cohesion is relevant
again. Member states would not be interested in a common policy if their
structural potentials were not identical. At present common goals exist in
this field at least with the core Member States.
The logics of the meaning and causes of cohesion in the economic sense can
be directly transferred to the social and political level.
Member States will only accord to progress in integration limiting their
autonomy in public services provision and social policy (fulfilment of
public deficit criteria in monetary union, limits on fiscal policy) if cohesion
in this field exists. However, in order to stimulate common interest of the
Member States it is not necessary that at present equal conditions of social
well being exist but that one can assume that further integration can
contribute to it (long-term stabilising effects of fiscal consolidation).
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Finally the term cohesion has most extensive meaning in the political sense.
Any step in integration represents a political issue and it will only get
approval of each EU member if political interests in integration point in the
same direction.
It is necessary to understand the meaning of cohesion in order to understand
why it was incorporated as a major objective of the community in the Single
European Act and consequently in the Maastricht Treaty.
When speaking of "sufficiently close economic structures", similar social
and political interests I deliberately did not use the term convergence
because it should better be discussed separately.
Convergence is both a state and a process which in its broadest meaning
may refer to the features: similar economic structure, social conditions and
political interests. There exists no real agreement on what should be the
final stage - the long-term stability - of convergence processes. Nor is it
agreed that a process of convergence will occur, either autonomously or
supported by policy actions. Empirical investigations provide evidence for
convergence processes in the European Community of the Nine since the
1950s16, others have investigated the convergence process in the US17 The
views are highly controversial whether convergence is a natural self
sustaining process or whether forces for divergence prevail necessitating
policy intervention to counteract such a process.
What should be the focus of empirical investigations on convergence?
First, it is general practice for economists to examine convergence by
looking at per capita income levels at first. Per capita income of course is
the most aggregated indicator for an assessment giving no information about
underlying factors (explanatory variables).
The comportment of per capita income was studied at length for several
integration areas, so for the federal states of the US by Barro and Sala-i-
Martin. By empirical investigations they found that disparities in per capita
income among US states tended to fall over time. During this process poorer
states tended to grow faster than richer ones. The process of convergence of
income levels takes considerable time. The gap between a country’s current
income level and its long run income level is only closed at 2 per cent per
year resulting in periods of 30 years to close an income difference of 10 per
cent.18

                                           
16 Molle, van Holst, Smit, 1980.
17 Barro and Sala-i-Martin, 1991.
18 IMF (1994), 95.
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The authors concluded that GDP growth rates above the average of the
integration area were necessary for the poorer regions to catch up.
Subsequently New Growth Theory provided further insights. According to
this theory long-term growth can be explained endogenously. The important
factors include human resources endowment, capital base and technological
standards (but one could provide a much more detailed list of factors). What
is important to note is that those factors may be created and developed by
policy action.
The catching-up hypothesis argues that low income countries shall have
high growth rates as they have lower productivity levels and inferior
technologies compared to high income countries. Low income countries
may adopt existing technologies from technological leaders and hence enjoy
higher growth rates.
Second convergence is traced by watching key macroeconomic indicators.
For an area to form an economic union with a common economic policy it
is necessary that convergence in this respect is assured to avoid asymmetric
disturbances. Hence the analysis of macroeconomic convergence examines:
- GDP per capita and  GDP growth rates
- Unemployment rates
- Household balances
- Inflation
- Monetary performance.
These indicators are available without difficulties and for recent periods.
They can be used to provide compact evidence of convergence processes.
From the concept of EMU of the European Union it is clear that
convergence in these indicators is needed. Large discrepancies among
Member States would not permit a single monetary policy. However, the
extent of convergence in this field necessary for EMU is debatable.
Finally convergence should be traced on an even lower level as in fact a
number of real magnitudes is underlying those nominal indicators of
macroeconomic convergence. For instance unemployment rates will vary if
branch structure and productivity levels are different. The budgetary
situation may vary according to the number of budgetary expenditure posts,
i.e. to the extent public authorities are charged with provision of public
services (if a Member State has numerous social schemes its budget burden
will be higher and there may be unbalanced budgets). But the budgetary
situation may as well reflect different efficiency levels of public
administration.
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Concerning convergence of economic sectoral structures Krugman19 has
demonstrated that convergence in the case of US federal states has
happened because those structures have become fairly close (little
concentration of specific industries in a particular federal state but rather
equal dispersion over all states). If we consider that US formulates a large
part of its economic policy and above all its monetary policy on a federal
level we may conclude that convergence in real magnitudes is a prerequisite
for economic and monetary union as envisaged by the EU.
On the other hand it is questionable whether full and fostered convergence
of real magnitudes is desirable in the European context:
- The question should also be raised whether the economic benefits of fast
economic restructuring combined with expected benefits of an economic
and monetary policy which more centralised on the Union level are high
enough.
Would not an alternative scenario involving less policy action to effect
convergence and permitting Member States to exploit at first their
competitive strengths which are given by their existing industrial
specialisation render higher benefits? Weaker Member States may at least in
the medium run - profit more from trade based on Heckscher-Ohlin
patterns.
- Considering that regional diversity in Europe reflects as well different
natural conditions and cultural traditions it may also be questioned whether
economic/industrial restructuring and adjusting is fully desirable. To put it
at extreme: Do we wish to bring enough long term job opportunities to
every remote Mediterranean or Nordic place to keep the population level or
may we opt for vast, scarcely populated areas resembling national parks?
This would undoubtedly be the effect in several cases if no regional policy
intervention took place.

IV. Tracing Convergence in the European Union
Examination of convergence in the EU usually addresses objective 1
regions as a whole or by country. One observes the development of key
economic indicators of the weaker EU-regions or Member States. Other EU
areas with regional problems should not be subject of the convergence
debate. They are commonly rather small and situated in richer Member
States. Hence their performance does not have much impact in the
convergence issue. What is really important with a view to EU integration is

                                           
19 Krugman, 1991.
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the development in the objective 1 regions which is quite an important
group that encompasses 26.6 per cent of EU citizens (92 million) in 1994.20

A. Macroeconomic Development of the Cohesion Countries
Until the latest economic downswing one could notice a narrowing of
disparities between the objective 1 regions and the other EU-regions
throughout the 1980s at least when regarding the two blocks as a whole.
Proponents of the convergence theory found themselves confirmed. For the
Commission this tendency was a justification of its structural funds policy.
If the objective 1 group is split up it becomes evident that some countries
converged to the European standards in many respects whereas the rest do
not change their position or even fall back in convergence level.
Regarding the relative income position of objective 1 countries / regions
(table 2) there are evidently two groups: Ireland, Spain and Portugal were
quite successful in improving their income position (GDP per capita) during
the last ten years, Ireland being on the forefront. GDP growth rates were
ahead of the other European countries, in Portugal and Spain at least since
EC accession (annual GDP growth on average 4 per cent coming to an end
in 1991), in Ireland since 1984 (GDP grew by 5 per cent annually with a
short decline in 1992 and a quick recover to the previous growth level
afterwards). (See figure GDP growth cohesion countries).
In contrast the other two Mediterranean objective 1 areas the Italian
Mezzogiorno and Greece seem to be caught in stagnation evoking deep
concerns in view of the Unions cohesion objective. Their relative income
position (GDP per capita index, EU-12 = 100) worsened in the course of the
last ten years (minus 3 points on average, see table 2), GDP growth rates
remained at a very low level (1 per cent on average for Greece and the
Mezzogiorno, see figure GDP growth cohesion countries and Tondl, 1994).
Similarly on the British Isles Northern Ireland and Western Scotland, in
contrast to their successful neighbour the Republic of Ireland, fell back in
their income position.
Finally the German re-unification added a region of 14.5 million people to
the Union whose per capita income represented initially in 1991 only 34 per
cent of the Union’s average. Due to large financial transfers rapid dynamics
of growth have been initiated in the former GDR raising the relative per
capita income position to 42 per cent in 199221.
                                           

20 In 1989 the share was 21.7 % (70 million). Mainly the new German Länder
which were assigned objective 1 region status in 1991 account for this increase.

21 Eurostat, Schnellberichte Wirtschaft und Finanzen 3/1994.
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However, the growth dynamics in the weak community areas are not
accompanied at the same extent by an improvement of the employment
situation. Until 1992 unemployment went down in the two Iberian growth
countries, cutting the limited Portuguese unemployment rate by 50 per cent
since accession and alleviating the extremely high unemployment of Spain
(20 per cent in 1984, 17.6 per cent in 1992). In the dynamic Irish economy
the worrisome unemployment situation (persistently 17 per cent) did not
change. Evidently unemployment did not improve in the Greek economy
and further worsened in the worrying Italian case (13 to 14 per cent
unemployment rate in 1984, 15 to 20 in 1992). It particularly raises concern
that all improvements of the labour market situation were erased in the
course of the economic stagnation in 1992/93 leading to higher
unemployment in 1993 than registered in 1984 in most cases (see table 2).
Consequently if we regard the picture of the Union’s regions in 1993
according to disparities in GDP per capita and unemployment rates we have
to realise that convergence is far from being reached (see figure GDP per
capita and unemployment rate in NUTS II regions). There is extensive
dispersion in GDP per capita levels, further extended at the lower end by
the entry of the new German Länder. And unemployment rates particularly
in the weak EU regions in many cases are extremely higher than EU
average. Compared to the 1989 situation22 dispersion is much larger.
The 1995 accession of the EFTA countries Austria, Sweden and Finland
slightly raises the average Community GDP per capita (1 per cent). Austria
and Sweden enlarge the rich regions part of figure "GDP per capita and
unemployment rate in NUTS II regions" with GDP of 122 per cent and 114
per cent respectively. Finland’s GDP per capita is below EU average at 88
per cent.23 However one should consider the enlargement by the EFTA
countries as quite an increase of the rich regions club in the medium term if
we consider that Finland is expected to return to its high growth rates of
before 199024.
Referring to the vividly initiated discussion of Visegrad country accession
in the nearest possible future one has to consider that the group of lower
level income regions would increase considerably and income disparities
would drastically increase as these countries presently hardly reach 30 per
cent of Union’s average. (See figure Per Capita Income in the European

                                           
22 See Tondl, 1993a.
23 Eurostat, Schnellberichte Wirtschaft und Finanzen 5/1994.
24 OECD forecast (OECD, Economic Outlook, No. 56, p. A6).
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Union and in the Visegrad countries).25 With this constellation in mind
proposals for a Europe of different speed (core - periphery) appear much
more wise than they are generally perceived.
Second monetary macroeconomic indicators differ considerably in the EU
showing much less stability in case of the cohesion countries or Italy.
Currencies of all cohesion countries  underwent major devaluations since
the exchange rate turmoil in 1992 (Spanish Peseta was depreciated 4 times:
5 per cent in September 1992, 6 per cent in November 1992, 8 per cent in
May 1993 and just recently by 7 per cent in March 1995; the Portuguese
Escudo was depreciated by 6 per cent in November 1992 and again in May
1993 and 3.5 per cent in March 1995; similarly the Lira lost one third of its
value, the Drachma about 25 per cent.26. In addition interest rates remained
much higher in the cohesion countries than in the rich countries.
As growth perspectives are impeded by monetary instability the catching-up
process in cohesion countries is bound to get stuck.
Further budgetary imbalances have generally caused severe troubles to all
cohesion countries (and Italy). (see figure EU countries with objective 1
regions - current government deficits) Only Ireland has managed to
permanently reduce  its government deficits since the mid eighties (10.8 per
cent of GDP in 1985, 2.2 per cent since 1989) while reaching high GDP
growth rates as well. Spain and Portugal were on the course to reduce
budgetary deficits (both had deficits of 7 per cent of GDP in 1985) but
could lower them only for a short period (both 3 per cent of GDP in 1989).
Since 1990 deficits have constantly grown attaining previous high levels.
However, the Italian and Greek budgetary problems bother much more:
Italy continuously has deficits of about 11 per cent of GDP, Greek even 12
to 14 per cent. There is no break of this high level. As a result of high
government deficits interest rates have ceiled in Greece with the effect that
investment was discouraged. This heavily suppressed economic growth.
The series of convergence programmes to which these countries have
committed themselves in 1992/93 contained ambitious goals for deficit
reduction. Because of the recession the original goals could not be attained
and convergence were repeatedly revised; but it can be expected that
countries shall try to watch rigorously their budgetary situation in order to
participate in the future EMU integration stage. At least Spain and Portugal

                                           
25 Studies estimating the time span necessary for Visegrad countries to

approach current objective 1 income levels state that growth rates of about 4 per
cent per annum would be necessary to catch up until 2010. (Baldwin, 1994, p. 98).

26 OECD, Economic Outlook No. 53.
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who are strong proponents for further economic integration shall
demonstrate the political will to cut deficits.
Table 1 subsumes the deficit targets according to the convergence
programmes for the cohesion countries and Italy and indicates main areas
where measures for budgetary consolidation shall be effected. (Note that in
the case of Ireland no convergence programme is required.)
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Table 1: Government Deficits* Reduction Requirements in Cohesion
Countries and Italy in Order to Fulfil the Maastricht Convergence

Criteria and Measures to Address.
Deficit in 1993 /
original deficit

target

Original conver-
gence programme
schedule for defi-

cit reduction

Revised conver-
gence programme
schedule for deficit

reduction

−  Measures for deficit
reduction

Spain

1993: 7.2 % /
3.5 %

1994**: 6.8 %

Convergence pro-
gramme 4/1992:
1993 3.5 %

1994: 2.7 %
1995: 1.8 %
1996: 1 %

Revised
convergence
programme 7/1994:

1995: 5.9 %
  :
1997: 3 %

−  Reduction of public
consumption expen-
ses

−  Reduction of unem-
ployment support

−  Reduction of price
adjustment of
pensions

−  Improvement of cost
efficiency in
administration
(redundan-cies state -
regional level)

Portu-
gal

1993: 8.0 % /
4.3 %

1994**: 7.1 %

Convergence pro-
gramme 10/1991:
1993: 4.3 %

1994: 3.0 %

Revised
convergence
programme 1994:

1994: 7 %
1995: 5.8 %
  :
1997: 3 %

−  Improvement of tax
collection

−  Restructuring of
social security system

Greece

1993: 14,2 %/
8.6%

1994**: 13 %

Convergence pro-
gramme 2/1993:
1993: 8.6 %

1994: 7.0 %
1995: 4.4 %
1996: 1.6 %

Revised
convergence
programme 6/1994:

1995: 10.7 %
   :
1998: below 3 %

−  Reduction of tax
evasion

−   Reduction of public
investment spending

−  Freeze of wages and
employment level in
public sector.

−  Improvement of
budgetary control in
public enterprise
sector
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Italy

1993: 9.6 % / 
9.3 %

1994**: 9.7 %

Convergence pro-
gramme 9/1992:
1993: 9.3 %

1994: 7.3 %
1995: 4.7 %

Revised
convergence
programme 7/1994:

1995: 8.0 %
  :
1997: 5.6 %

−  Reduction of pension
payments

−  Control of health
expenses

−  Public sector employ-
ment: pay restraints,
reform of public
sector employment

−  Cutting of
subventions to local
authorities and public
enterprises

−  Elimination of
overpricing of public
contracts

Note: * Deficit figures refer to general government deficits (borrowing requirement) comprising
central and local government sector.
** OECD Estimate
Source: OECD, Economic Outlook No. 56, 53,  EC-Commission, Grundzüge der
Wirtschaftspolitik und Konvergenzbericht; EC-Commission, Jahreswirtschaftsbericht 1994;
Europe Documents No.1908/Nov. 9, 1994.

Regarding development of government deficits (see figure: selected rich EU
members - current government deficits) we see that among the rich
countries above all Belgium, Sweden, Finland, Italy, the UK and France
have to cut their deficits drastically which implies lower growth rates and
hence at least some countertendency for income disparities in the Union to
widen. However, Italian budgetary consolidation puts an end to high
amounts of financial transfers of the Italian government to the South which
theoretically may be detrimental to catching up process of the South.
In order to cut deficits many countries are rethinking their social aid
schemes and public sector employment. Paradoxically, if Scandinavian
countries reduce their social schemes, extreme divergence existing in the
EU in this area would be reduced. A process of convergence in the social
context would be initiated, although by a reduction of attained social
standards in rich EU countries. On the other hand efficiency measures in
public administration in cohesion countries would bring structures of public
administration in the Member States closer to each other. Hence the indirect
effects of convergence of government deficits would be positive effects on
convergence in other fields.
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Figures (Annex): GDP Growth rates: Cohesion countries; Major Western
European Countries; Small EU Members; New EU Members; Visegrad
Countries.
Figure (Annex): Per Capita Income in the EU and in the Visegrad
Countries.
Figure (Annex): GDP per capita and unemployment rate in the EU 1992/
1993 (NUTS II level)

The first way to assess convergence in the European Union was to watch
development of key macroeconomic features. One can conclude that in this
respect there is some evidence for medium-term convergence processes. In
the case of Ireland, Spain and Portugal convergence process can be
observed  from the early 80s until 1992. However positive results attained
so far (monetary stabilisation, reduction of excessive budgetary deficits,
reduction of extreme unemployment figures - all of which is a common
phenomenon of cohesion countries) are still highly vulnerable to cyclical
effects. This suggests that underlying structures (business sector, labour
market, infrastructures, institutional factors) still differ considerably in the
EU namely between the Union core members and its periphery, the
cohesion countries and other objective 1 areas. But these Community parts
should not be regarded as a homogenous group. Their structural deficits are
anything but identical. Therefore we shall describe major structural
characteristics of cohesion countries next.

B. General Characteristics of Economic Structures of the
Cohesion Countries and Southern Italy

The EU is confronted with very different development problems within the
group of objective 1 countries. The deficits faced by each objective 1
country differ and may not be compared to each other. One may simply
think of the obvious different problems faced by the 5 new Länder on the
one hand and the region of Andalusia on the other hand.
Among the cohesion countries Ireland is the only one which has already
accomplished a major development step. Despite remaining severe
employment problems it can point to a good macroeconomic performance
and successful budgetary consolidation throughout a decade. It also has
established a competitive industrial sector of high value added. In addition
its institutional system and its language have put it in a place and position
closer to the European core areas than could ever be the case with the other
cohesion countries.
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By its institutional and political system Ireland has in no period been
separated from European economies as was the case for the Iberian
countries which were isolated because of their political non-democratic
system27. In both countries the economic system was inward oriented during
the dictatorship period; in the case of Spain even more as Portugal in
addition was economically highly oriented towards its colonies maintaining
preferential trading relations as well after gaining independence. Ireland by
contrary was strongly oriented towards foreign trade (whenever originally
primarily as an exporter of agricultural goods and importer of
manufactures). And one has to note that Greece was even less engaged in
foreign trade than Portugal and Spain.28

Each of the Mediterranean cohesion countries had organised its economic
system in a dirigistic way characterised also by a high degree of
nationalisation. Spain pursued a reform of its economic system with much
impetus since 1982 in preparation of accession to EC. In a short period it
accomplished major steps to reform and modernise its economy in a market
oriented way. State ownership in the business sector was reduced to a
minimum, after privatisation only efficient business units continued.
Simultaneously manufacturing development programmes spurred
investment in modern capital stock. The negative side of the Spanish
modernisation is the neglect of the social dimension, there was little
response to growing unemployment initiated with economic
modernisation.29

In Portugal involvement of the state in economic activity was even higher
than in Spain. Main industrial activities (iron and steel, paper, oil-refining
and cement industry) and the banking sector were completely under state
ownership.30 Under a highly protectionist scheme these sectors operated
aside of international competition. Liberalisation has been effected only
gradually in course of EC accession. The state-owned sector had been
attributed an important function for the government’s employment and
social policy. It had served to absorb labour but with the consequence that
                                           

27 Portugal had a dictatorship system from 1928 to 1976, Spain from 1939 to
1975. Also Greece was under military dictatorship from 1967 to 1975 .

28 In 1960 exports accounted for 32 per cent of GDP of Ireland , 18 per cent
of Portugal, 10 per cent of Spain and 9 per cent of Greece. On the import side the
per centage was 37 per cent in case of Ireland, 24 per cent for Portugal 17 per cent
for Greece and 8 per cent for Spain. (Keatinge, 1991, p.16)

29 Axt, 1992.
30 Braga de Macedo, 1990, pp. 324-336.
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high labour reserve was built up in these sectors. With the initiated
liberalisation and restructuring strategy social concerns remain important.
The strategy is to pair decrease of employment in contracting sectors with
creation of new employment in new industrial sectors. Upgrading of labour
factor deserves special interest in this respect.31

For the economic system of Greece one repeatedly finds the notion "state
corporatism". Its main characteristics are: a) A major share of business
activity is under state ownership. b) There is personal coincidence of
ownership in business activity and decision taking for economic policy.
Industry owners have major functions in deciding capital market access
criteria, capital market conditions, investment aid schemes etc. (until
recently also protective measures in foreign trade). The Greek reaction to
potential employment problems is to create additional posts in public
administration. Economic policy objective are frequently dismissed if they
endanger political successes. Therefore attempts for stabilisation policy had
little success.
As with the three Mediterranean cohesion countries socio-political factors
can explain the sluggish catching up process of the Italian Mezzogiorno.32

The contrasting economic weakness and poverty of the South has been a
major concern for Italian Governments since the fifties. Considerable
financial transfer schemes were designed for the South.33 Due to generous
social support systems personal disposable income of the Southern
population reaches Italian standards whereas the economic Production
capacity remains very weak. Dominance of the agricultural sector
continued, creation of manufacturing capacity is limited. Large industrial
companies and state enterprises build large scale manufacturing sites in the
South conditioned by favourable investment incentives offered by the state.
But a broader self-initiated creation of manufacturing facilities did not take
place. There is widespread influence of political power and regional
organisations in public administration and business activity. As a result
business activity is not at all determined by market forces but follows
political interests. High unemployment further increased although public
administration continued to blow up and birth rates dropped to a European
level.

                                           
31 Torres, 1993, 15.
32 Leonardi, 1995, p. 141 et seq.
33 Effected through the Cassa per il Mezzogiorno and the Agency for the

South. As a result of the weak outcomings of huge financial resources administered
by them they were abolished by the Italian government in 1993.
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In the eighties achievements of successful macroeconomic stabilisation and
economic modernisation in Spain and Portugal together with the expected
benefits of the internal market favoured an inflow of foreign capital. Still,
foreign investment which went into the Irish economy is far more
impressing. Greece, on the contrary was hardly attractive for foreign
investors, inflow of foreign capital is negligible.
Two further major features are responsible for less economic convergence
reached by the cohesion countries: human capital resources and innovation
capacities and infrastructure equipment.
There are considerable deficits in infrastructure in the cohesion countries
compared to the European core.34 Infrastructure encompasses transport,
telecommunications, energy networks, water supply and waste treatment.
Naturally transport and telecommunications are of particular importance for
peripheral economies to effect trade flows and maintain business contacts
with the centre and to each other.

                                           
34 According to the Commission road network capacity related to square

kilometre reaches 75 per cent of EU average in Ireland, 42 per cent in Portugal and
23 per cent in Spain and Greece. (EC-Commission, 5. Periodischer Bericht, p.67).
With railroad infrastructure the deficit of cohesion countries is smaller - in terms of
length, not quality. Peripheral regions in the cohesion countries themselves possess
little railroads (South of Spain Western part of Portugal). The Greece Peninsula is
very insufficiently equipped. Spain and Southern Italy in general have good railroad
linkages. (EC-Commission, 5. Periodischer Bericht, p.69). Telecommunication
infrastructures have considerably improved in the cohesion countries since the late
eighties due to a sharp rise investments but the level of telecommunication
equipment reaches only two thirds of the richer Member States.
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V. A Closer Look on Regional Problems of the Cohesion
Countries and Other Objective 1 Regions

In this part we would like to examine more closely the economic situation
of the weaker Member States, i.e. those countries with a per capita income
of less than 75 per cent of the Union average and referred to as cohesion
countries, and objective 1 regions situated in the European Periphery ( UK
objective 1 regions, Mezzogiorno). Table 2 provides key data on structural
changes in the regions concerned.
Among the Mediterranean countries / regions regional economic problems
show similar characteristics in some aspects, on the other hand the level of
economic development obviously differs.
What is characteristic among Greek regions, is the common preponderance
of the agricultural sector. 30 to 40 per cent of workforce are employed in
agriculture, whereas the industrial sector (less than 30 per cent of
employed) and the service sector (less than 40 per cent) are modestly
developed, the later accounting only in the Aegean Islands for more than 50
per cent of workforce due to tourism.
The economically most developed regions are Sterea Ellada (Euböa) and
Attika. The dominance of the Athens agglomeration in economic activities
is striking. However, in these particular regions unemployment is also the
highest of the country. The poorest Greek parts cover the Aegean islands
close to the Turkish coast (there unemployment reaches the second highest
level in the country). The other Aegean islands are in a much better
situation because of tourist sites and special agricultural productions
(Crete).
For Portugal the more favourable general economic development would
suggest better developed regions structures. However among the Portuguese
regions the catch up process is conferred to the provinces Norte and Lisboa
& Vale do Tejo. In the agricultural provinces Centro and Alentejo (23.5 per
cent and 14.7 per cent of work force in agriculture respectively) there has
been hardly any development. (Farm structures out of historical reasons
contrast each other heavily in the two regions. In Centro small farm
structures prevail, in Alentejo large latifundia are characteristic. Taking
account of less favourable natural conditions in  Centro agricultural
modernisation may be effected in the Alentejo rather easily).
Like in Greece, one of the highest unemployment rates is now registered in
the capital area of Lisboa (6.6 per cent). Besides it is highest in the agrarian
Alentejo (8.1 per cent; youth unemployment even 17.6 per cent) due to
restructuring in agriculture already initiated (the same labour market
development can be observed in Southern Spain, see below).
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In the Italian Mezzogiorno no real catch up process has started so far. On
the contrary the region has fallen further behind the European average
during the last decade, Calabria being the worth positioned one.
Unemployment is really high in all Mezzogiorno regions (17 - 23 per cent)
and youth unemployment is the highest registered in the EU  (45 to 56 and
58 per cent, the later for Sicily and Calabria). Agriculture, however, is less
dominant in the Mezzogiorno than in Southern Spain and far less than in
Greece (15 per cent of employment on average) and the service sector
accounts for nearly 60 per cent of employment.
Spanish regional economic structures resembles the other Mediterranean
economies only in a few regions. Agriculture is only dominant in the
Northwest region and in the South. The wealthiest Spanish regions include
Madrid and the North-eastern part of the country (the Baleares situated by
obvious reasons on the most upper level). All Spanish regions - except the
North-western part where the economy has stagnated - has undergone a
catching-up process. The wealthiest regions demonstrate also the highest
GDP growth rates and register the lowest unemployment rates in the
country. The Southern part of Spain and the Region Extremadura show
quite satisfactory growth rates but unemployment rates have remained
among the highest in the EU (30 per cent in general, 44 per cent youth
unemployment and 35 per cent female unemployment in 1993).
From the analysis of Mediterranean regions the following conclusions can
be drawn:
- In the Southern countries industry concentrates in the capital regions but
is quite vulnerable to ongoing restructuring processes either caused by
internal market effects or new EC trade arrangements. As in addition there
is an inflow of labour from rural parts, unemployment tends to be high in
these places .
- Second, unemployment is very high in mainly agricultural areas where
agricultural rationalisation was initiated.
- A common phenomenon in agriculturally dominated areas is a decline of
population, people move into the growth centres.35 Causal factors are
productivity increases in agriculture and/or high unemployment. (The same
phenomenon was experienced by the richer Member States in the 1960s and
70s.)
Regarding EU’s objective 1 regions as a whole a classification into different
regional types seems appropriate. One may distinguish at least two main
types of objective 1 regions:

                                           
35 Eurostat statistics on population.
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- Mediterranean objective 1 regions:
agricultural regions with traditional structure (Greece, Portugal -

Centro, parts of Spain)
agricultural areas with recently modernised structure
capital areas with traditional industrial structure vulnerable to new

competition (Lisbon agglomeration, Athens)
growth poles with a new industrial bases (North-eastern Spain)

- Atlantic peripheral regions (Ireland, Northern Ireland, Scottish Highlands
and Isles).
The subarctic regions of the new EU entrants Sweden and Finland, referred
to as objective 6 areas may be classified to the later category.

VI. Two generations of EC Regional Development
Programmes: 1989-1993 and 1994-1999

The main development priorities provided in the first Community Support
Framework (CSF) after the structural funds revision in 1988 included:
- implementation, upgrading and restructuring of industrial activities
- modernisation of agricultural production
- building and improvement of major infrastructure (transport,
telecommunications, energy)
- improvement of labour force skills.
The Maastricht debates stimulated the incorporation of ideologically new
aspects into the Community’s regional policy. Economic development was
no longer conceived as the only concern that should be addressed under the
EC policy ”economic and social cohesion” (which already was the official
legal term of EC regional policy in the Single European Act). The
Commission claimed that cohesion would include a common reproaching of
standards of living as well. Thus EC regional policy  should also enhance
better approvision of public services as education, health service, communal
services, etc., in the weaker Community Member States. In addition to
promote cohesion peripheral regions had to be linked physically closer to
the core areas. This perception was emphasised when including a separate
part on ”transeuropean networks” and the part of the ”cohesion fund” which
was attributed the task to finance those networks in the weaker community
states. Following these revolvements EC’s regional policy became generally
referred to as cohesion policy.
A revision of the structural funds regulations advancing the CSF 1994-1999
adopted the new policy areas.
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Thus the new generation of community support programmes in objective 1
areas encompasses several new areas of intervention:
- general education, professional education, higher level education, etc.
- infrastructure to provide health services, as medical centres.
- better provision of communal services (water and energy supply, waste
treatment, social services, e.g. for children, elderly persons, disabled,
etc.)
Further the environmental aspect was incorporated as a guideline for
cohesion policy measures out of the concern to preserve the conditions for
appreciable living standards.
In addition the cohesion fund was formally set up to distribute funds for the
financing of large infrastructure projects in the transport sector and
environment projects. The cohesion fund was designed to finance projects
at 90 per cent by EC-funds in order to discharge heavy budget burdens
common in weak Member States while accelerating infrastructure
construction at the same time. To assure that recipients of funds really put
efforts to consolidate their budgets allocated funds are only paid if advances
to reach the deficit convergence criteria can be attested.
The guidelines for the EU household concluded with the Delors II package
provided the financial framework for the present CSF. According to the
Delors II package concentration of Community support for the weakest
regions was further stressed demonstrated by an increase of funds for
objective 1 regions of more than 100 per cent.
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Table 3: Financial Transfers for Development of Objective 1 Areas
1989-1993

(billion ECU
1989 prices)

average annual
contribution in

per cent
GDP (1989)

1994-1999
(billion ECU)

average annual
contribution in

per cent
GDP (1993)

Ireland

Structural Funds allocations 3.67 2.38 5.62 2.30

ERDF 1.65 2.56

ESF 1.37 1.95

EAGGF & FIAF 0.65 1.11

Cohesion Fund 0.14 0.09 1.30 0.50

EIB loans 1.33 0.86

Greece

Structural Funds allocation 6.67 2.71 13.98 3.00

ERDF 3.66 9.50

ESF 1.73 2.50

EAGGF & FIAF 1.28 2.00

Cohesion Fund 0.28 0.11 2.30 - 2.80 0.50

EIB loans 1.46 0.59

Portugal

Structural Funds 6.96 3.39 13.98 3.20

ERDF 3.76 8.72

ESF 2.03 3.14

EAGGF & FIAF 1.17 1.97

Cohesion Fund 0.28 0.23 2.31 - 2.89 0.60

EIB loans 5.12 2.49

Spain

Structural Funds allocation 9.78 0.57 26.3 1.07

ERDF 6.20 15.90

ESF 2.35 6.05

EAGGF & FIAF 1.23 4.30

Cohesion Fund 0.858 0.09

EIB loans 12.893 0.75

Italian Mezzogiorno
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Structural Funds allocation 7.44 0.61 14.86 1.05
(GDP 1992)

ERDF 4.94 9.66

ESF 1.7 2.74

EAGGF & FIAF 0.8 2.46

Cohesion Fund - -

EIB loans 8.19 0.67

Table 3 cont.:

1989-1993
(billion ECU
1989 prices)

average annual
contribution in
per cent GDP

(1989)

1994-1999
(billion ECU)

average annual
contribution in
per cent GDP

(1993)

New German Länder*

Structural Funds allocation 3.00 (for 1991-
93)

13.64 1.59

ERDF 1.567 6.82

ESF 4.09

EAGGF & FIAF 2.73

Cohesion Fund - -

EIB loans 2.304

Source: based on data from EC-Commission, Vierter Jahresbericht über die Durchführung der
Strukturfonds 1992; EIB, Annual Report 1993, CSF 1994-99 (Rapid database and Official
Journal); First distributions of the Cohesion funds resources was made in 1993 (interim
instrument), Agence Europe 5.1.1994; Eurostat.

* For the New German Länder a CSF programme was launched in 1991.

Ireland shall receive through the CSF again highest financial transfers if
regarded per capita. Generous structural funds allocation is the result of
insisting negotiations of the Irish part.36 The level of the funding is unique
on the one hand if considering the dynamic development of Ireland since
the implementation of the last CSF programme and the already high

                                           
36 Ireland insisted on fixing its structural funds quota together with the

decision of the new structural funds regulations in June 1993 and was already
going to block the decision when the Commission did not want to make such far
commitments.
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development achieved. On the other hand fundings promise to be effectively
used in the Irish case and shall further settle economic development.
In the new Irish Support Framework priorities of the last programme are
continued  in general. Further creation of a strong and innovative industrial
base is a major concern for economic development but the new programme
wishes that this process is born by Irish actors and not so much by foreign
capital. Second creation of business activities should spread more evenly
over the country, more dispersion of economic activity centres is intended.
In this sense development of tourism is considered a promising strategy to
promote  local development.37 These plans may have positive effects on
unemployment which is Ireland’s major concern. Besides considerable
efforts to fight long-term unemployment and to upgrade human skills for
new production technologies shall be taken in the new programme again.
Finally Ireland intends to allocate a bigger share of the funding to
construction of transport infrastructure than in the previous support
framework and to finalise hereby import street linkages.
The first generation CSF in Portugal concentrated its efforts on
infrastructure projects, development of human resources and creation of
economic activities.38 Major share of funding was released for key transport
linkages which were missing in Portugal. Portuguese transport infrastructure
was least developed of the Southern regions in the late eighties. Structural
funds were used to realise construction of the key motorway axes
connecting Lisboa with Oporto and to improve traffic situation in the two
major agglomerations of Portugal. Besides an important railways part in
Oporto was built with community funds. The peripheral location of the
economy necessitates effective connections with the more central Union
parts which remains to be effected. So far West-East transport linkages do
not exist in Portugal.
Second priority of the 1989 -1993 CSF was to improve the educational
situation. In view of the poor general educational level the framework
programme devoted considerable funds to creation of professional training
schemes and institutions and vocational training measures.
Third, a major share of funds was reserved for investment support of new
industrial activities and industrial conversion. Portuguese industry is still
highly specialised in traditional products as textile and clothing, paper
making pulp, and wood and cork processing, shipbuilding, etc. making use

                                           
37 Ireland clearly states for its tourist strategy that it has to be based on the

condition to preserve natural heritages.
38 Cabral (1993).
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of semi-skilled and cheap labour but little demand on production
technologies and innovations. The efforts to initiate conversion of the
Portuguese industrial structure so far had no profound effect but it has
become evident that corporate structures, financing patterns, market areas of
products and professional skills have improved.39

The Portuguese authorities reveal strong ambitions to benefit at full extent
of potential structural funds. During the past CSF Portugal had implemented
capable administrative structures to draw development concepts reflecting
the needs of various economic sectors (e.g. textile industry, agriculture,
etc.) and of various policy areas (labour market policy, research and
technological development). Already during the last phase of the previous
CSF (June 1993) Portugal  submitted its plans for the next generation CSF.
Thus the Portuguese CSF 1994 -1999 was the first among the new objective
1 concepts which passed formal decision by the Commission in February
1994.
Within the present Portuguese support framework modernisation of
production structures and creation of new industrial activities shall receive
considerably more attention than with the last programme. Taking account
of Portuguese fears of increasing competition from Eastern European and
Asian countries whose products rely on similar competition factors, like low
labour costs, an important share of the funds is reserved for production.
Modernisation of infrastructure shall further advance with the support of
Community funds.
A striking feature of the Portuguese framework is that it really emphasises
development of human resources. On the one hand apprenticeship schemes,
vocational training and other labour market instruments will be further
developed. On the other hand Portugal has reserved an important share of
its support programme to upgrade its educational infrastructure and its
scientific and research resources. Community funds are thus used to
supplement Portuguese expenditures on public services. The same applies
for improvement of public heath and social services which shall be assisted
by Community funds. This new element to raise additional funds for public
expenditures via the EC budget is found in other CSF as well, e.g. the
Greek.
In the case of Spain EC Regional Policy has to meet the requirements of a
large country with very accentuated regional imbalances which we have
shown above. Incomes, sectoral activity structure, productivity, innovative
resources, infrastructure endowment and social conditions vary
considerably between the Spanish regions. Taking account of this
                                           

39 Martins, Guimaraes (1993), p. 75.
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precondition regional development programmes are much more important
within the CSF than with smaller Member States. It should be noted that
Spain is not entirely classified as an objective 1 area, the Regions Northeast
Spain and East - except Valencia - and the agglomeration Madrid do not
form part of the objective 1 territory. Large parts of Spain have very
unfavourable prospects for development: North-western Spain suffers from
dominance of iron and steel industry, in the Western parts of Central Spain
and Andalusia no economic centres which could host modern business
activities had emerged in the past. Opposite North-eastern Spain, the East
and Madrid have a well diversified economic structure which could be a
good basis to develop industries competitive on a European scale and of
course they can enjoy the natural advantage of closer proximity to the
European Centre. The amounts distributed by the structural funds to the
Spanish regions in the past did not really reflect the order of regional
problems and differences in future prospects (e.g. Valencia received
equivalent amounts as Castilla-Leon).40  The present CSF funding matches
requirements at a higher degree (e.g. Andalusia will receive 2.9 billion
ECU, Valencia 1.2 billion, Castilla-Leon 1.6 billion and Extremadura 1
billion ECU, the Canary Islands 660 million ECU).
Since its entry into the European Community Spain has received large
amounts via the ERDF to channel into ambitious infrastructure project. The
previous CSF confirms this priority. In addition Spain managed to obtain
significant loans from the EIB for infrastructure projects. Roads, railroads,
ports and airports in Andalusia, in the Castiles, in Galicia and the Pyrenees
as well as on the Canary Islands were sponsored by EC funds. In the present
CSF infrastructure projects have ceded their predominance to some degree.
substitution by cohesion fund resources seems likely as Spain has
frequently manifested its wish to continue a strong infrastructure
development policy.
However within the CSF which is the framework for structural funds
spending support for improvements of the production system gains most
importance. This would encompass industry, agriculture as well as tourism.
Development of economic activities is intended to alleviate employment
problems that have risen rapidly. Compared to the previous programme
measures of professional training to upgrade skills of active labour force
and to requalify unemployed gain noticeable higher ranking. Several
regional programmes address support for general educational measures as
well.

                                           
40 Riesgo Alonso (1993), p. 92 et seq.
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Funding will be also provided for environment infrastructure but its minor
importance is evident when comparing the amounts intended to spend with
the Portuguese and the Greek. Nevertheless EC Regional Policy will assist
the creation of natural parks at Donana in Andalusia.
Structural funds interventions in Greece have been among the highest in
objective 1 areas in terms of spending per inhabitant (during the CSF 1989-
93 funds payments amounted to 131 ECU per capita which is equivalent to
133 ECU in Portugal but a good deal less than in Ireland where spending
reached 204 ECU per capita). Considering the very poor macroeconomic
performance of Greece during this period justification of structural funds
spending in Greece has increasingly been questioned.
However EC regional policy interventions in Greece differed considerably
from other objective 1 areas. Therefore we need a closer look on past CSF
and the present to provide a better founded judgement on the justification of
structural spending in Greece.
The first CSF 1989-1993 suffered from the beginning of little efficient
administrative capacities on the Greek side to draw and implement the
framework programme. Consequently the programme started with a delay
of one year. As a result in 1992 only 70 per cent of available credits were
absorbed. Similarly Greek authorities could not manage to propose enough
prospective projects to receive equivalent amounts of lending from the EIB
as other cohesion countries.
As in the case of Portugal and Spain the Greek programme consisted as well
of nation-wide subprogrammes and of regional ones, but the first clearly
dominated and were allocated 60 per cent of place structural funds
resources.41 The most striking feature of the Greek programme is that the
major part of funds was placed for large scale infrastructure projects in the
transport sector, telecommunications and energy supply attributing to the
very poor Greek infrastructure in these fields. Promotion of industrial
activities and regional development clearly was of minor interest within the
first framework programme. In fact many of the large infrastructure projects
planned for the framework programme period were merely started, thus the
two main traffic axes Pathas and Egnatia, the Athens underground, and the
natural gas pipeline which should improve the urgent need of energy
supply. Another large project in the energy sector, the Acheloos project was
subject of large controversies between Greece and the Community until it
was finally initiated. Characteristically implementation of infrastructure
projects hardly obeyed the EC codes for public procurement which was set
up by the Community to improve cost efficiency in public sector
                                           

41 Plaskovitis (1994).
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investments. Doubts must be raised whether Greek administration put
approvals on strict economic criteria (one should recall the close relations
of industry and administration decision makers which is characteristic for
Greece).
However it also shows that interventions under the CSF rended visible
impacts on the development of tourism and agriculture in more dynamic
regions of Crete, the South Aegean Isles and the Ionian Isles.42

With the present Greek CSF 1994-1999 the priorities of structural funds
intervention are revised more deeply than with the other cohesion countries.
For the first time Greece has included plans for a very active industrial
development policy in its programme aiming at attracting so far missing
foreign capital investments and selected support for new technology
investments in prospective industries. (The concept astonishes by its
resemblance to the Irish strategy during the last CSF and it shall be
interesting to see whether at least slightly similar effects will turn out).
Second the CSF focuses again on large scale infrastructure projects but
limits envisaged interventions to the completion of initiated projects as the
two motorway linkages, the Athens Underground and the natural gas
pipeline; besides has included modernisation of the most important railways
linkage Athens - Thessaloniki in its CSF. Furthermore the Greek CSF
contains two ambitious subprogrammes in the field of public services. First
a considerable share of funds is reserved for improving the health service
(hospitals and medical services on the regional level, professional medical
training institutions) and related social aid schemes. Second, through the
new programme funding will be provided to improve general education
system taking account of the very unsatisfactory educational situation
within the Greek population. So far during the last programme Community
funded measures were confined to professional education. Finally aspects,
which are really new for Greece, have been included in the CSF. One
subprogramme for environmental protection envisages to fund measures to
enhance implementation of EC environmental guidelines in Greece, a
second subprogramme aims at improving energy efficiency and introducing
of renewable energy resources to alleviate the critical issue of energy
supply.
One has to admit that the new Greek programme has adopted several
promising action areas. It remains to be seen whether macroeconomic
policies and in particular fiscal policy are conducted in a better way than in
the past to finally assure visible effects of structural funds spending.
Improvement of administrative structures and procedures certainly should
                                           

42 Plaskovitis (1994), p. 127.
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be a further condition for a more successful outcome, but this may remain a
critical point considering the long timespan administrative restructuring
commonly requires due to related society aspects.
The weak performance of the Italian Mezzogiorno is partly due to the
impact of similar factors. As described above (chapter IV) the Community’s
regional policy meets big obstacles posed by administrative structures
which have proved little ability to draw comprehensive development plans
and to intermediate funds to appropriate projects. Procedures of public
authorities in the field of regional development aid rather reflect clientelistic
attitudes of regional politicians.43 As one consequence of this shortcoming
the Italian South was not able to spend the allocations provided by the
structural funds in 1989-1993. In 1992 Italy revealed to draw on its
allocation for the programme at only 65 per cent, this is the worst record
among objective 1 areas.44

Regional policy interventions of the past did not succeed to establish a
complex manufacturing base or business networks. Primarily relocation of
large manufacturing plants took place but did not entail creation of supplier
networks and business related services in the respective places. Besides
relocated plants only contributed to settlement of industrial activity in a few
places mainly in the coastal areas. Geographical dispersion of economic
activity did not take place. Thus the impetus to enlarge the poor production
base of Southern Italy remained rather limited.
The present CSF envisages to pay much higher attention to improvement of
the production system concerning industry and crafts, related services,
tourism and agriculture. All these sectors are underdeveloped  or have
inefficient structures, e.g. agriculture which lacks product processing and
distribution. Support for SME shall receive high priority. Outcomings of
this concept shall depend on the implementation of a series of investment
support schemes which the Italian authorities have promised to generate.
Complementary the framework programme addresses professional training
measures to enhance labour skills necessary to settle up to date production
systems. Another priority of the CSF are still infrastructure investments like
in the past but support will be restricted to projects within the transeuropean
networks. (It should be noticed that the Mezzogiorno - as well as the New
German Länder - does not receive funding out of the cohesion fund because
of the income criteria (less than 90 per cent of EU average) relating to

                                           
43 Leonardi, 1995, p. 162.
44 EC Commission, Bericht über die Durchführung der Strukturfonds,

statistical annex.
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Member States. The community share in funding through the cohesion fund
is higher.)
When the New German Länder were attributed objective 1 status in 1991
EC regional policy was confronted with completely different development
problems. The major part of the productive sector had no chances to survive
on Western markets considering inadequate enterprise structures, obsolete
technologies and non-competitive products. In the two years 1991 and 1992
East Germany had to watch a major drop of the production level
accompanied by mounting layoff of workforce. Large public infrastructure
was insufficient and outdated. The Community support framework
programmes of the first and the second generation focus on the same core
points: modernisation and expansion of production base and labour market
measures. Infrastructure was left to the EIB for financing.
Concerning production the CSF puts a very strong emphasise on the
creation of a broad base. It wishes to stimulate foundation of new
enterprises particularly with consideration of SME, a sector which was
missing in the former GDR. Second the support programme addresses
measures to accelerate qualification of labour force according to present
technological standards and reintegration of unemployed. Third by the
programme big efforts to overcome serious environmental problems in
traditional industry locations will be undertaken.
In summary the development programme for East Germany differs
considerably from the other objective 1 programmes leaving aside financial
support for infrastructure and public services and concentrating on revival
of production. It also serves the function to stipulate the conditions for the
Federal Republic to provide investment grants. Taking into account that the
German authorities provided financial transfers of 89 billion ECU in 1991
and 115 billion ECU in 1992,45 the contribution of the structural funds (3
billion ECU 1991-1993 and 13.64 for 1994-1999) is subordinate.
Investment level in the New Länder now is more than two times as high as
in the Old Länder if measures as per centage of GDP (50 per cent in the
New Länder compared to 20 per cent in the Old in 1993).46

Table 4: Community Support Frameworks 1994-1999 in Objective 1
Regions:

                                           
45 Wegner, 1993, p. 34.
46 EC-Commission, 5. Periodischer Bericht, p. 152.
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Financial Allocations for Multiregional Topics and Regional
Subprogrammes

Accorded in 1994*

million ECU share in per cent

Ireland
total allocations CSF
programmes decided in 1994

5,620
3,730

100.0
66.4

Industrial development 1,029 18.3

Agriculture & rural area development 914 16.3

Transport 888 15.8

Tourism 456 8.1

Business infrastructure 108 1.9

Environment 78 1.4

Local development 257 4.6

Portugal
total allocations CSF
programmes decided in 1994

13,980
13,749

100.0
98.3

Modernisation of productive base 4,319 30.9

Professional training and employment 1,385 9.9

Infrastructure 1,987 14.2

General education & innovation 1,675 11.9

Health and social service 705 5.0

Environment and urban restoration 559 3.9

Regional development 595 4.2

Regional programmes:

Norte 537 3.8

Centro 362 2.6

Table 4 cont.:

million ECU share in per cent

Portugal cont.

Lisboa e Vale do Tejo 382 2.7

Alentejo 182 1.3

Algarve 76 0.5

Acores and Madeira 985 7.0
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Greece
total allocations CSF
programmes decided in 1994

13,980
9,229

100.0
66.0

Industry and services 720 5.1

Research & technology 316 2.3

Public health service 226 1.6

Energy 706 5.0

Railroad 294 2.1

Streets, ports and airports 1,327 9.5

Environment 376 2.7

Urban development 783 5.6

Regional programmes

N-Greece 1,674 11.9

Central Greece 1,376 9.8

Attika 685 4.9

Aegean Isles & Crete 746 5.3

Spain
total allocations CSF
programmes decided in 1994

26,300
14,149

100.0
53.8

Business aid 387 1.5

SME 290 1.1

Technology development 150 0.5

Scientific infrastructure 342 1.3

Urban administration & environment 1160 4.4

Regional programmes

North-West 2801 10.6

Centro 3562 13.5

Valencia 1208 4.6

South 3554 13.5

Canary Islands 695 2.6
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Table 4 cont.:

million ECU share in per cent

Italy
total allocations CSF
programmes decided in 1994

14,860
7,421

100.0
49.9

Research & technological development 600 4.0

Telecommunication 377 2.5

Railroad 701 4.7

Regional programmes

Abruzzi-Molise 526 3.5

Sud 2693 18.1

Sicilia 1557 10.5

Sardegna 967 6.5

New German Länder
total allocations CSF
programmes decided in 1994

13,640
6,784

100.0
49.7

Mecklenburg-Vorpommern 785 5.7

Brandenburg 964 7.1

Sachsen-Anhalt 1190 8.7

Sachsen 2081 15.2

Thüringen 1021 7.5

East-Berlin 743 5.4

Data of structural funds allocation: Mitteilungsblätter EC Commission Regional Policy

* By the end of 1994 a major share of operational programmes under the CSF was accorded
between Commission and Member States. The programmes decided so far do not cover the total
amount of structural funds resources allocated to Member States for the period 1994-1999 yet.

VII. Rethinking Development Policies

A. Towards Fiscal Federalism?
With the new generation of CSF a remarkable share of funds is reserved for
upgrading of public services on a national level (e.g. health system) and for
improving local infrastructure and local public services. This is an
additional contribution of the Union to support public investment in the
weak Community areas (so far support of public investment was limited to
infrastructure). This is an important new feature which implies that the
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original intervention field of EC regional development policy which
addressed the improvement of the production base is no longer the main
concern. This broadening of regional policy towards the new cohesion
policy in fact constitutes a silent process to institutionalise progressively a
concept of fiscal federalism in the Union. It is the rich countries household
contributions which are used to finance public investment in the weak
Member States which these countries cannot afford themselves. This fiscal
principle is familiar from national federal states. Admittedly the fiscal
redistribution which is created is still very small if one keeps in mind that
EC budget amounts for only 1.27 per cent of Community GDP and
expenditures through structural funds account for hardly 40 per cent of EC
budget.
What we have to realise is that a process has already been initiated in the
direction of fiscal federalism. The topic has become increasingly subject of
intensive discussions in literature.47 Some authors opt for a major increase
of the Community budget by rethinking the budget’s income sources and
introducing an own EU tax on incomes thus to effect progressivity of
household contributions (this is not the case with the current income
sources value added tax and customs duties which are degressive). The
concept of the EU budget is scheduled to be revised at the 1996
intergovernmental conference. It will be interesting how at which extent
fiscal federalism then will be implemented in the EU.

B. Foreign Direct investment
Attraction of foreign direct investment serves as a complementary to the
financial sums received from the structural funds. We may even consider
that a country that managed to attract foreign capital could renounce
receipts from structural funds.
Foreign direct investment is considered of crucial importance for the
development of a country lagging behind as it enlarges the capital stock of
the country and may be connected with technology transfer. Some of the
cohesion countries can already rely on location factors (economic, social,
institutional) which would assure reasonable amounts of investment from
outside in the future. Other cohesion countries do not dispose of factors
favourable to encourage inward investment. Several location factors can be
improved over time (e.g. human skills) and are subject to policy action, a
task which EC regional and cohesion policy claims to fulfil.

                                           
47 E.g. Biehl, 1992.
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Before continuing our arguments we should look at past tendencies of
foreign direct investment flows versus the Community Member States. The
auspices for attraction of investments have been quite favourable since the
mid eighties when the internal market programme was launched. The
announcement of the internal market had a stimulating effect on direct
investment into the EU and between Member States. Yet, if we look at the
statistics we note that the main recipients of direct investment were the
richer European countries (UK, France, the Netherlands and Belgium)
joined by Spain which could attract equivalent investment flows. In total the
amount going to cohesion countries was much less than that to the rich
European countries. A comparison of per capita inward investment for the
period 1986-1991 reveals Ireland to be the most successful attract of foreign
investment (2,190 ECU per capita) which is more than three times as much
as in the case of Spain and Portugal (740 ECU and 610 ECU per capita
respectively). Greece occupies a rather unfavourable position (160 ECU per
capita), inward investment flows are negligible. The total amounts of
foreign investment into the cohesion countries between 1986 and 1991 was
37.3 billion ECU for Spain, 11.5 billion for Ireland, 6.6 billion for Portugal
and 1.7 billion for Greece.48 These figures should be compared to the
amounts received from the structural funds and via loans of the European
investment bank: Between 1989 and 1993 Spain received 9.8 billion ECU
out of the structural funds and 12.9 billion in the form of EIB loans, for
Ireland the figures are: 3.7 billion and 1.3 billion, for Portugal: 6.9 billion
and 5.1 billion and for Greece: 6.7 billion and 1.5 billion (compare table 3).
Clearly in the case of Ireland foreign investment exceeds structural funds
remittances, with Spain the amounts are roughly equivalent, but in the case
of  Portugal and Greece the amounts received by the structural funds
outweigh by far foreign direct investment inflows.
There is no evidence available to which extent foreign direct investment
into Ireland and Spain depends on investment incentives granted via the
structural funds. If we neglect this point we can suggest that at least a part
of structural fund transfers into these countries, i.e. funds devoted to
investments of production capacity, is not necessary. Foreign direct
investment could serve the same function. With Portugal and Greece the
picture is different.
Obviously the weaker Community countries vary in attractiveness for
foreign direct investment. Among the location factors: labour costs, human
capital, economic policy style and stability, proximity to demand and
language the first factor, labour costs, is no dominant motive with foreign

                                           
48 EC-Commission, 5. Periodischer Bericht, p. 88.
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investment in those of the weaker countries that have watched considerable
inflows (Ireland and Spain). Ireland is considered a good site because it
demonstrated an economic policy oriented towards stability throughout the
eighties, because it upgraded considerably its human resources, has the
advantage to belong to the English speaking countries and has a political
system of Western European style (similar arguments can be provided in the
case of investment flow to East Germany which are as well considerable).
Foreign direct investment proved very beneficial for Ireland with the
consequence to create an innovative industrial bases, foreign investment is
paired with technology transfer in recent years.
In the case of Spain these factors exist at a much smaller degree. Motives
for firms to invest in Spain certainly are not labour cost as labour is not at
all cheap in Spain. Originally the dominant motives of firms to invest was
the perspective to exploit the large Iberian market. Consequently other
factors as human resources are emerging particularly with investment in the
more developed Eastern regions.
On the opposite, location factors are much less developed in Portugal and
Greece. The primary motive for firms to invest in Portugal are the low
labour cost. (Sectors: exploitation of mineral products, assembling). It
turned out that investment by foreign companies was not accompanied by
technology transfer and major improvement of the capital base.49 Hence we
may argue that Community funding should be continue and promote the
development of location factors.
So far Greece has failed to attract foreign investment at a level worth
mentioning. Location factors indeed are very little promising in Greece. The
peripheral location is one important detrimental factor. Further economic
policy provides no stable economic framework, and certainly little
efficiency and transparency of public administration does not promote
investment.
If we argue on foreign direct investment it is important to examine the
effects that foreign direct investment had in matters of industrial
diversification, technological standards and increase of human skills. The
effects are quite different if investment is provided mainly by large
multinationals or if it comprises investment into more balanced enterprise
size structure.
It is evident that the implementations of plants on a large scale as effected
by European and other multinationals in the cohesion countries have limited
effects on the economic basis of a region. Secondary effects on regional

                                           
49 Chilcote, 1993, p.141.
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labour force qualifications, building-up of manufacturing networks and
business services are barely existing. These productions remain an alien
element with regard to the economic potentials of the region.
As the Community also supports attraction of foreign capital in its regional
development schemes in Member States the effects linked to multinationals
should be considered with this programmes.
There is also a different theory in contrast to the concept development by
foreign investment. Endogenous growth theory50 revisiting regional policy
in most core Member States in the eighties proposed to focus on creation of
a broad regional firm base consisting of medium enterprises which
incorporate specific product/production features characteristic for the region
(in dependency on specific qualifications, natural resources, manufacturing
techniques, etc.). The Commission finally has adopted this view and
incorporated this strategy in their 1994-99 framework programmes were it
has gained high priority.
The Irish CSF now extensively addresses endogenous growth which should
settle the Irish economic developments achieved in the more remote areas as
well. Regional knowledge based industries and tourist potentials shall be
created.
We have mentioned that the effect of investment incentives on foreign
investment is not clear. It would be interesting to investigate its impact in a
global perspective. One frequently hears reports about "shopping for
investment aid" behaviour of firms, but this certainly is not the whole
picture. It is striking that investment flows into core European countries
outweighed investment in weaker countries were high investment incentives
were provided.
Dislocation of plants from core European industries was not only favoured
by former CSF but receives favoured treatment under EC competition
policy as well. The Commission permitted considerable investment support
to companies starting production in objective 1 areas. In the last years
several cases can be observed where production facilities were set up in
excessive capacity branches (automobile, synthetic fibres, etc.). Further
there are several examples in which case the Commission approved high
investment aid for existing enterprises which had run into difficulties and
which are not likely to regain their market position (steel industry, machine
building, shipbuilding in Northern Spain and East Germany). One has to
raise doubt whether that competition practice will have longer-term positive
effects on the manufacturing capacities of the regions concerned. If

                                           
50 Cappellin, 1992.
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investment aid in that case is even co-financed under CSF by community
funds this indirectly means that rich countries tax payers provide funds for
closing plants in their own country and dislocating them to weak regions
where they are not going to yield significant effects for regional
development.

C. Dominance of Agriculture in Weak Community Regions and
Common Agricultural Policy

As we have analysed in detail above in many weak peripheral community
regions agriculture is the main income source accounting for 20 to 30 per
cent of employment. In many areas agriculture suffers from unfavourable
natural and structural conditions so that productivity is rather poor.
Regional development strategy for these regions would encompass
diversification of the production base (manufacturing, services) and
modernisation of agricultural structures.
However structural funds expenditures in objective 1 areas are often far
outstripped by guarantee payments under the CAP and we have to assume
that price support for inefficient agricultural productions will not necessitate
producers to improve agricultural structures and to give up inefficient
production, on the contrary production is going to be expanded given
guaranteed prices. Hence CAP has artificially kept high agricultural
production in many areas (e.g. in Greece olive tree growing or fruit growing
on Crete and the Canaries). In this way CAP clearly counteracts EC
Regional Policy. This paradox situation should be judged by comparing the
amounts dedicated to structural funds polices and to CAP expenditures: In
1988 guarantee payments under the CAP accounted for 62 per cent of
Greek receipts from the EC budget, structural funds payments for only 32
per cent. In 1992 the figures were 54 per cent and 45 per cent respectively.51

Amendments of CAP guarantee schemes due to the Uruguay Round will
constitute a cut of support prices for agricultural products. Certainly in
many regions were this paradoxon happened agricultural producers will
encounter serious income difficulties. There is great danger that tense
employment situation in weak agricultural regions will still become
considerably worse.

D. Professional qualifications and labour market developments
In Ireland expenditures for vocational training rank among the highest in the
EU (0,49 per cent of GNP in 1991), the same is true for labour market

                                           
51 Georgakopoulos, 1994, p.26.
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requalification measures to fight unemployment. Regarding the last
generation regional programme ESF financed measures accounted for a
much higher fraction of the total programme funds (45 per cent) than in
other cohesion countries.
Ireland has managed to build up an appropriate human capital base as a
prerequisite for modern industry. On the other hand the permanently high
unemployment rate in Ireland is a lasting characteristic of the economy.
Ireland’s unemployment rate is the highest - together with the Spanish - in
the Union. Even on the peak of the favourable catch up process it remained
as high as 14 per cent in 1991, in 1993 it accounted for 18 per cent.52

The importance of labour market and educational measures was quite
different in the Greek case. In general educational level and professional
qualifications are unsatisfactory among Greek labour force. This reflects the
low government expenditure dedicated to education. in the community
regional support framework too, the portion of ESF-funds was relatively
small.
If we compare the Irish and the Spanish policy response to their serious
unemployment problems it shows that the attention devoted to labour
market policy is inadequate in Spain. Active labour market policy measures
constituted only 0,57 per cent of GDP in Spain in 1992 whereas they were
1,50 per cent in Ireland (among these measures expenses for professional
education accounted for 0.08 per cent of GDP in Spain and 0.49 per cent in
Ireland). On the other hand both countries had to spend similarly high
amounts on unemployment compensation schemes (3.64 per cent of GDP in
the case of Spain, 4.44 per cent in the Irish one)53

                                           
52 However the problem of high unemployment is not a recent one but is

characteristic throughout Ireland’s history, periodically causing emigration waves.
The Irish Government always has put a strong emphasise on education measures to
fight unemployment out of social and political reasons. Since EC accession the
financial dotation could be raised significantly through the ESF. (Laffer in
Keatinge).

The main cause of the unemployment problem are the persistently high birth
rates in Ireland.

53 EG, Jahreswirtschaftsbericht 94, p. 213. The Irish compensation scheme
differs from the Spanish in the way that it is provided for a duration of 12 months
at a level of 40 % of the last earnings whereas in Spain compensations are given
for only 6 months but at a level of 80 % of last years wage.
(Jahreswirtschaftsbericht 94, p. 202´). Hence one may assume that similar
unemployment rates will lead to similar levels of compensations schemes.
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E. Overcoming Deficits in Administrative Structures
A large proportion effectless structural funds spending is caused by
insufficient administrative structures to negotiate programmes, to set
adequate development objectives, to provide efficient financial
intermediation and programme management in general. This insufficiency
results of political and societal attitudes in some objective 1 regions which
may not be compared to society systems in the core European Member
States. Literature has provided strong evidence that development of such
factors are a prerequisite to make a country ”socially capable of catching
up”.54 As society characteristics are not likely to change in a short period
this factor will remain a strong burden for structural funds interventions.

F. Macroeconomic Stability
It is evident that in those countries which have focused on macroeconomic
stability financial support had very stimulating effects. The idea, to provide
funding on the condition that the recipient country implements a true policy
of stabilisation, should receive higher concern.

VIII. Conclusions
Since 1989 the EU has transferred considerable financial funds to the
weaker Community regions for economic development The economic
effects achieved so far by EC regional policy interventions vary at a high
degree. It turns out that under specific conditions EC regional policy can
promote convergence processes of the weaker Member States. Beyond
considerations on success factors for regional policy some critical
arguments on the strategic concept of the Union’s regional policy and
cohesion policy itself can be raised.
From this paper some important findings and arguments can be provided
which should be considered in future discussions on cohesion policy and
the structural funds:
First, Member States with objective 1 regions which improve administrative
efficiency and can assure a well functioning, transparent institutional
framework; which demonstrate steady efforts to pursue macroeconomic
stability; and which have a good understanding of their regional structural
problems; can clearly benefit from funds received from the Union. The

                                           
54 Hansson and Henrekson, 1994.
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convergence process can be accelerated. If these preconditions are not given
funding is effectless.
Second, if major amounts of funds for development get involved a well
formulated development strategy should be given. It should consider
structural problems of all sectors and pay equal attention to all location
factors comprising infrastructure, human capital, innovation etc.
programmes attributing overproportionate weight to single areas as e.g. high
capacity transport infrastructure or large scale production investment will
not initiate development on the broad bases as required.
Third, one should consider that additional capital necessary for
development of production capacity and infrastructure cannot only be raised
via grants of the structural funds stemming from the Community budget.
Equal financial sums can be raised by loans from the European Investment
Bank. Foreign Direct Investment is a further source to increase the capital
base. However for this later a certain dependency on regional development
programmes may be given. If regional policy improves location factors
capital inflows will raise in parallel. if investment incentives funded by
regional policy schemes exist capital inflow will be stimulated. However
autonomous shape of institutional factors and macroeconomic policy style
by the Member State itself may improve attractiveness for foreign capital as
well.
Fourth, the substantial increase of financial transfers for the objective 1
regions concluded with the Delors II package for this decade and additional
intervention areas of the structural funds in the field of government public
expenses strengthen the redistributive character of the Community budget.
The voices for a stronger financial redistribution and increase of the
Community budget are raising in course of the preparation of the
intergovernmental conference in 1996. It will be necessary to analyse in
detail what would be the benefits for the recipient countries and in view of
the functioning of a Monetary Union which would comprise the cohesion
countries in a near future. Could fiscal federalism attain support of the
richer EU Member States? Finally feasibility of further funds for the
cohesion countries has to be judged with a view to new entrants from the
Visegrad countries. Under equal conditions these countries would have to
receive similar amounts from the structural funds as the cohesion countries.
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